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Abstract
The information technology of a robust intelligent control system design based on quantum fuzzy in-
ference is considered. The application of the developed design methodology is based on the quantum 
self-organization of imperfect knowledge bases of fuzzy controllers and leads to an increase in the ro-
bustness of intelligent control systems in unforeseen situations. The results of mathematical modeling 
and physical experiment are compared using the example of an autonomous robot in the form of an 
“cart - pole” system. Experimental confirmation of the existence of a synergetic effect of the formation 
of a robust self-organizing fuzzy controller from a finite number of non-robust fuzzy controllers in on 
line has been obtained. The resulting effect is based on the existence of hidden quantum information 
extracted from the classical states of the processes of time-varying gain coefficients schedule of reg-
ulators. At the same time, the amount of useful work performed by the control object (at the macro 
level) exceeds the amount of work spent (at the micro level) by a quantum self-organizing regulator to 
extract quantum information hidden in the reactions of imperfect knowledge bases without violating 
the second information law of thermodynamics of open quantum systems with information exchange 
of entangled (super-correlated) states. A concrete example of an autonomous robot is given, demon-
strating the existence of a synergetic effect of quantum self-organization of imperfect knowledge bases.
A generalized strategy for designing intelligent robust control systems based on quantum / soft com-
puting technologies is described, which increase the reliability of hybrid intelligent controllers by pro-
viding the ability to self-organize. The main attention is paid to increasing the level of robustness of 
intelligent control systems in unpredictable control situations with demonstration by illustrative ex-
amples. A SW & HW platform and support tools for a supercomputer accelerator for modeling quantum 
algorithms on a classical computer are described.
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Аннотация
Рассматривается информационная технология проектирования робастной интеллектуальной 
системы управления на базе квантового нечеткого вывода. Применение разработанной мето-
дологии проектирования основано на квантовой самоорганизации неточных баз знаний не-
четких регуляторов и приводит к повышению уровня робастности интеллектуальных систем 
управления в непредвиденных ситуациях. Проводится сравнение результатов математического 
моделирования и физического эксперимента на примере автономного робота в виде системы 
“перевернутый маятник – движущаяся каретка”. Получено экспериментальное подтверждение 
существования синергетического эффекта формирования робастного самоорганизующегося 
нечеткого регулятора из конечного числа не робастных нечетких регуляторов в реальном вре-
мени. Полученный эффект основан на существовании скрытой квантовой информации, извле-
каемой из классических состояний процессов изменения во времени коэффициентов усиления 
регуляторов. Выведенный закон квантовой информационной термодинамики устанавливает 
возможность формирования термодинамической силы управления за счет извлеченного коли-
чества скрытой квантовой информации и совершения дополнительной полезной работы, га-
рантирующие достижение цели управления на базе повышения уровня робастности самоорга-
низующегося квантового регулятора. При этом количество совершенной объектом управления 
полезной работы (на макроуровне) превышает количество работы, затраченной (на микроу-
ровне) квантовым самоорганизующимся регулятором на извлечение квантовой информации, 
скрытой в реакциях неточных баз знаний без нарушения второго информационного закона 
термодинамики открытых квантовых систем с обменом информацией запутанных супер-кор-
релированных состояний. Приведен конкретный пример автономного робота, демонстриру-
ющий существование синергетического эффекта квантовой самоорганизации неточных баз 
знаний. Описана обобщенная стратегия проектирования интеллектуальных робастных систем 
управления, основанных на технологиях квантовых / мягких вычислений, которые повышают 
надежность гибридных интеллектуальных контроллеров за счет обеспечения способности к 
самоорганизации. Основное внимание уделено повышению уровня робастности интеллекту-
альных систем управления в непредсказуемых ситуациях управления с демонстрацией на на-
глядных примерах. Описаны программно-аппаратная платформа и инструментарий поддержки 
суперкомпьютерного ускорителя моделирования квантовых алгоритмов на классическом ком-
пьютере.
Ключевые слова: интеллектуальное управление, квантовый алгоритм, самоорганизация, 
база знаний, квантовый нечеткий вывод
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1. Introduction

For complex and ill-defined dynamic control objects that are 
not easily controlled by conventional control systems (such as 
P-[I]-D-controllers) — especially in the presence of fuzzy model 
parameters and different stochastic noises — the System of Sys-
tems Engineering methodology provides fuzzy controllers (FC) as 
one of alternative way of control systems design. 
Soft computing methodologies, such as genetic algorithms (GA) 
and fuzzy neural networks (FNN) had expanded application areas 
of FC by adding optimization, learning and adaptation features.
But still now it is difficult to design optimal and robust intelligent 
control system, when its operational conditions have to evolve 
dramatically (aging, sensor failure and so on).Such conditions 
could be predicted from one hand, but it is difficult to cover such 
situations by a single FC.Using unconventional computational 
intelligence toolkit, we propose a solution of such kind of gener-
alization problems by introducing a self-organization design pro-
cess of robust KB-FC that supported by the Quantum Fuzzy Infer-
ence (QFI) based on quantum soft computing ideas1 [1].

2. Problem’s Formulation

A. Main problem and toolkit
One of main problem in modern FC design is how to design and 
introduce robust KBs into control system for increasing self-learn-
ing, self-adaptation and self-organizing capabilities that enhance 
robustness of developed FC in unpredicted control situations. 
The learning and adaptation aspects of FC’s have always the inter-
esting topic in advanced control theory and system of systems en-
gineering. Many learning schemes were based on the back-propa-
gation (BP) algorithm and its modifications (see, for example, [1] 
and their references). Adaptation processes are based on iterative 
stochastic algorithms. 
These ideas are successfully working if we perform our control 
task without a presence of ill-defined stochastic noises in environ-
ment or without a presence of unknown noises in sensors systems 
and control loop, and so on. 
For more complicated control situations learning and adaptation 
methods based on BP-algorithms or iterative stochastic algo-
rithms do not guarantee the required robustness and accuracy of 
control. 
The solution of this problem based on SCO was developed in [1]. 
For achieving of self-organization level in intelligent control sys-
tem it is necessary to use QFI2 [2]. The described self-organizing 
FC design method is based on special form of QFI that uses a few 
of partial KBs designed by SCO. 
QFI uses the laws of quantum computing technologies and ex-
plores three main unitary operations: (i) superposition; (ii) entan-
glement (quantum correlations); and (iii) interference. According 
to quantum gate computation, the logical union of a few KBs in 
one generalized space is realized with superposition operator; 
with entanglement operator (that can be equivalently described 
by different models of quantum oracle [3]) a search of a «success-

1 Ulyanov S.V. System and Method for Control Using Quantum Soft Computing. United States Patent US-6578018B1. USA; 2003. Available at: https://patents.google.com/
patent/US6578018B1/en (accessed 01.04.2023).
2 Ibid.

ful» marked solution is formalized; and with interference operator 
we can extract «good» solutions with classical measurement op-
erations. 
B. Method of solution 
Proposed QFI system consists of a few KB-FCs, each of which has 
prepared for appropriate conditions of control object and exci-
tations by Soft Computing Optimizer (SCO) [1]. QFI system is a 
new quantum control algorithm of self-organization block, which 
performs post processing of the results of fuzzy inference of each 
independent FC and produces in on-line the generalized control 
signal output [2].In this case the output of QFI is an optimal robust 
control signal, which combines best features of each independent 
FC outputs. Therefore, the operation area of such a control system 
can be expanded greatly as well as its robustness. 
Robustness of control is the background for support the reliability 
of advanced control accuracy in uncertainty and information risk.
The simulation example of robust intelligent control based on QFI 
is introduced.
C. Main goal
The main technical purpose of QFI is to supply a self-organization 
capability for many (sometimes unpredicted) control situations 
based on a few KBs. QFI produces robust optimal control signal 
for the current control situation using a reducing procedure and 
compression of redundant information in KB’s of individual FCs. 
Process of rejection and compression of redundant information 
in KB’s uses the laws of quantum information theory [3].Decreas-
ing of redundant information in KB-FC increases the robustness of 
control without loss of important control quality as reliability of 
control accuracy. As a result, a few KB-FC with QFI can be adapted 
to unexpected change of external environments and to uncertain-
ty in initial information. 
We introduce main ideas of quantum computation and quantum 
information theory [3] applied in developed QFI methods. Quan-
tum Fuzzy Inference ideas are introduced. Robustness of new types 
of self-organizing intelligent control systems is demonstrated.

3. SCO-structure based on soft computing

D. KB of FC creation
SCO uses the chain of GAs (GA1, GA2, GA3) and approximates mea-
sured or simulated data (TS) about the modeled system with de-
sired accuracy or using real robot for it. GA1 solves optimization 
problem connected with the optimal choice of number of mem-
bership functions and their shapes. GA2 searches optimal KB with 
given level of rules activation. Introduction of activation level of 
rules allows us to sort fuzzy rules in accordance with value in-
formation and design robust KB. GA3 refines KB by using a few 
criteria. 
Figure 2 shows the flow chart of SCO operations on macro level 
and combines several stages.
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F i g. 1. Flow chart of SC Optimizer
Source: Hereinafter in the article, all tables and figures are compiled by the authors.

Stage 1: Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) Selection. The user makes the 
selection of fuzzy inference model with the featuring of the follow-
ing initial parameters: Number of input and output variables; Type 
of fuzzy inference model (Mamdani, Sugeno, Tsukamoto, etc.); Pre-
liminary type of MFs.
Stage 2: Creation of linguistic values. By using the information (that 
was obtained on Stage 1), GA1 optimizes membership functions 
number and their shapes, approximating teaching signal (TS), ob-
tained from the in-out tables, or from dynamic response of control 
object (real or simulated in Matlab).
Stage 3: Creation rules. At this stage we use the rule rating algorithm 
for selection of certain number of selected rules prior to the selec-
tion of the index of the output membership function corresponding 
to the rules. For this case two criteria based on a rule’s activation 
parameter called as a «manual threshold level» (TL). This parame-
ter is given by a user (or it can be introduced automatically).
Stage 4: Rule base optimization. GA2 optimizes the rule base ob-
tained on the Stage 3, using the fuzzy model obtained on Stage 1, 
optimal linguistic variables, obtained on Stage 2, and the same TS 
as it was used on Stage 1. Rule base optimization can be performed 
by using mathematical model, or by using distance connection to 
real control object.
Stage 5: Refine KB. On this stage, the structure of KB is already 
specified and close to global optimum. In order to reach the opti-
mal structure, a few methods can be used. First method is based on 

GA3 with fitness function as minimum of approximation error, and 
in this case KB refining is similar to classical derivative based opti-
mization procedures (like error back propagation (BP) algorithm 
for FNN tuning). Second method is also based on GA3 with fitness 
function as maximum of mutual information entropy. Third method 
is realized as pure error back propagation (BP) algorithm. BP al-
gorithm may provide further improvement of output after genetic 
optimization. As output results of the Stages 3, 4 and 5, we have a 
set of KB corresponding to chosen KB optimization criteria.
E. Remote rule base optimization
Remote KB optimization is performed on the fourth stage of design-
ing FC (Fig. 1). The implementation of the physical environment 
connection intends to use additional equipment for the data trans-
fer, such as radio channel, Bluetooth, WiFi or a cable connection, 
such as USB. Exchange of information between the management 
system and the SCO intended to form a KB (Fig. 2).
The control system reads the sensors and sends data to a computer 
for further processing. By taking input values, SCO evaluates pre-
vious decision (KB-FC) and performs fuzzy inference to check the 
following solutions (KB-FC). The result of the fuzzy inference is sent 
to the remote device. Thereafter, the control system by processing 
the input values generates control action.
Synchronization of SCO and control systems is based on the remote 
device (robot). To this end, a special program (firmware) is devel-
oped.
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F i g. 2. Remote rule base optimization scheme

3 Ibid.

Connection profile uses the serial port. Transmission rate in this 
case is 115,200 bits / sec. During operation, floats in symbolic form 
are passing via COM-port. Connection to SCO uses designed plug-in. 
Before establishing a connection to the SCO, COM port number and 
the check time of one solution (the number of cycles of the system 
to test solution) are selected.

4. QFI-structure based on quantum com-
puting

For design of QFI based on a few KBs it is needed to apply the addi-
tional operations to partial KBs outputs that drawing and aggregate 
the value information from different KBs. Soft computing tool does 
not contain corresponding necessary operations [4]. 
The necessary unitary reversible operations are called as superpo-
sition, entanglement (quantum correlation) and interference that 
physically are operators of quantum computing in information pro-
cessing. 
We introduce briefly the particularities of quantum computing and 
quantum information theory that are used in the quantum block 
QFI (Fig. 3) supporting a self-organizing capability of FC in robust 
intelligent control system (ICS).
F. Quantum computing
In Hilbert space the superposition of classical states 

( ) ( )( )1 1
1 20 1c c+  called quantum bit (qubit) means that «False» 

and «True» are jointed in one state with different probability ampli-
tudes, 1, 1, 2ic i = . If the Hadamard transform 1 11

1 12
H  
=  − 

 is 

independently applied to different classical states then a tensor 
product of superposition states is the result:

( )1
1
2

n n
in

H False False Trueψ ⊗
== = ⊗ +

.           (1)

The fundamental result of quantum computation stays that all of 
the computation can be embedded in a circuit, which nodes are the 
universal gates. These gates offer an expansion of unitary operator 
U  that evolves the system in order to perform some computation. 
Thus, naturally two problems are discussed: (i) Given a set of func-
tional points ( ){ },S x y=  find the operatorU such that y U x= ⋅ ; 
(ii) Given a problem, fined the quantum circuit that solves it.
Algorithms for solving these problems may be implemented in a 
hardware quantum gate or in software as computer programs run-
ning on a classical computer.It is shown that in quantum computing 
the construction of a universal quantum simulator based on classi-
cal effective simulation is possible3 [3].
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In the general form, the model of quantum algorithm computing 
comprises the following five stages:
• preparation of the initial state | outψ (classical or quantum);
• execution of the Hadamard transform for the initial state in or-

der to prepare the superposition state;
• application of the entangled operator or the quantum correla-

tion operator (quantum oracle) to the superposition state;
• application of the interference operator;
• application of the measurement operator to the result of quan-

tum computing | outψ .
Hence, a quantum gate approach can be used in a global optimiza-
tion of KB structures of ICSs that are based on quantum computing, 
on a quantum genetic search and quantum learning algorithms [4].
G. Quantum information resources in QFI algorithm
Figure 4 shows the algorithm for coding, searching and extracting 
the value information from two KBs of fuzzy PID controllers de-
signed by SCO.
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Thus, the quantum algorithm for QFI (Fig. 5) the following actions 
are realized: 
• The results of fuzzy inference are processed for each indepen-

dent FC; 
• Based on the methods of quantum information theory, valu-

able quantum information hidden in independent (individual) 
knowledge bases is extracted;

• In on-line, the generalized output robust control signal is de-
signed in all sets of knowledge bases of the fuzzy controller.

• In this case, the output signal of QFI in on-line is an optimal sig-
nal of control of the variation of the gains of the PID controller, 
which involves the necessary (best) qualitative characteristics 
of the output control signals of each of the fuzzy controllers, 
thus implementing the self-organization principle. 

Therefore, the domain of efficient functioning of the structure of the 
intelligent control system can be essentially extended by including 
robustness, which is a very important characteristic of control qual-
ity. 
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The robustness of the control signal is the background for maintain-
ing the reliability and accuracy of control under uncertainty condi-
tions of information or a weakly formalized description of function-
ing conditions and/or control goals. 
QFI model based on physical laws of quantum information theory, 
for computing use unitary invertible (quantum) operators and they 
have the following names: superposition, quantum correlation (en-
tangled operators), and interference. The forth operator, measure-
ment of result quantum computation is irreversible.
Optimal drawing process of value information from a few KBs that 
are designed by soft computing is based on following four facts 
from quantum information theory [2]: (i) the effective quantum 
data compression; (ii) the splitting of classical and quantum parts 
of information in quantum state; (iii) the total correlations in quan-
tum state are «mixture» of classical and quantum correlations; and 
(iv) the exiting of hidden (locking) classical correlation in quantum 
state [3], [5]. 
This quantum control algorithm uses these four Facts from quan-
tum information theory: (i) compression of classical information 
by coding in computational basis { }0 , 1  and forming the quan-
tum correlation between different computational bases (Fact 1); 
(ii) separating and splitting total information and correlations on 
«classical» and «quantum» parts using Hadamard transform (Facts 
2 and 3); (iii) extract unlocking information and residual redun-
dant information by measuring the classical correlation in quantum 
state (Fact 4) using criteria of maximal corresponding amplitude 
probability.
These facts are the informational resources of QFI background. Us-
ing these facts it is possible to extract an additional amount of quan-
tum value information from smart KBs produced by SCO for design 
a wise control using compression and rejection procedures of the 
redundant information in a classical control signal. 
Below we discuss the application of this quantum control algorithm 
in QFI structure.
H. Remote quantum base optimization
As the adjustable parameter scaling factor is used in remote quan-
tum base optimization. Scaling factor is used in the final step of 
forming the gain of PID (Fig. 5).
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During operation, floats in symbolic form are passed via COM-port. 
The control system reads the sensors and sends them to a comput-
er for further processing. By taking the input values, the GA evalu-
ates the previous decision, and carries a quantum fuzzy inference 
to check the following solutions. The result of the fuzzy inference 
is sent to the remote device. Thereafter, the control system by pro-
cessing the input values generates control action. Connecting to QFI 
developed through a plug-in.Before establishing a connection to 
the SCO, COM port number and the check time of one solution (the 
number of cycles of the system to test solution) are selected (Fig. 6).

F i g. 6. Remote connection plug-in for QC Optimizer

5. KB-self-organization of FC’s based on 
QFI

I. Robust FC design toolkit
The kernel of the abovementioned FC design toolkit is a so-called 
SCO implementing advanced soft computing ideas. SCO is consid-
ered as a new flexible tool for design of optimal structure and ro-
bust KBs of FC based on a chain of genetic algorithms (GAs) with 
information-thermodynamic criteria for KB optimization and ad-
vanced error back-propagation algorithm for KB refinement [1]. 
Input to SCO can be some measured or simulated data (called as 
«teaching signal» (TS)) about the modelling system. For TS design 
(or for GA fitness evaluation) we are used stochastic simulation sys-
tem based on the control object model. More detail description of 
SCO is given in [1]. Below we discuss the application of this algo-
rithm in QFI structure.Figure 3 illustrates as an example the struc-
ture and main ideas of self-organized control system consisting of 
two FC’s coupling in one QFI chain that supplies a self-organizing 
capability. According to described above algorithm the input to the 
QFI gate is considered according (1) as a superposed quantum state 

1 2( ) ( )K t K t⊗ , where 1,2 ( )K t  are the outputs from fuzzy control-
lers FC1 and FC2 designed by SCO (see, Fig. 4) for the given control 
task in different control situations (for example, in the presence of 
different stochastic noises). 
The algorithm of superposition calculation is presented in Fig. 7 
and described in details in [2].
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F i g.7. The algorithm of superposition calculation

We discuss for simplicity the situation in which an arbitrary amount 
of correlation is unlocked with a one-way message. Let us consider 
the communication process between two KBs as communication 
between two players A and B (see, Figs 4 and 7) and let 2nd = . 
According to the law of quantum mechanics, initially we must pre-
pare a quantum state description by density matrix ρ  from two 
classical states (KB1 and KB2).
The initial state ρ  is shared between subsystems held by A (KB1) 
and B (KB2), with respective dimensions d ,

( ) ( )
1 1

†

0 0

1
2

d

t tA B
k t

k k t t U k k U
d

ρ
−

= =

= ⊗ ⊗∑∑ .   (2)

Here 0 1 and U I U= changes the computational basis to a conju-
gate basis 1 1 ,i U k d i k= ∀ . 

In this case, B chooses k  randomly from d states in two possible 
random bases, while A  has complete knowledge on his state. The 
state (2) can arise from following scenario. A picks a random n -bit 
string k and sends B k  or nH k⊗ depending on whether the 
random bit 0 or 1t = . A can send t  to B  to unlock the correla-
tion later. Experimentally, Hadamard transform, H  and measure-
ment on single qubits are sufficient to prepare the state (2), and 
later extract the unlocked correlation in ρ′ . The initial correlation 
is small, i.e. ( ) ( ) 1 log

2
l

ClI dρ = . The final amount of information af-

ter the complete measurement AM  in one-way communication is 
ad hoc, ( ) ( ) ( ) log 1l

Cl ClI I dρ ρ′ = = + , i.e., the amount of accessible 
information increase. This phenomenon is impossible classically. 
However, states exhibiting this behaviour need not be entangled and 
corresponding communication can be organized using Hadamard 
transform [5]. Therefore, using the Hadamard transformation and a 
new type of quantum correlation as the communication between a 
few KB’s it is possible to increase initial information by unconven-
tional quantum correlation (as the quantum cognitive process of a 
value hidden information extraction in on-line, see, e.g. Fig. 4). 
In present report we consider a simplified case of QFI when with 
the Hadamard transform is organized an unlocked correlation in 
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superposition of two KBs; instead of the difficult defined entangle-
ment operation an equivalent quantum oracle is modelled that can 
estimates an «intelligent state» with the maximum of amplitude 
probability in corresponding superposition of classical states (min-
imum entropy principle relative to extracted quantum knowledge).
Interference operator extracts this maximum of amplitude proba-
bility with a classical measurement.Figure 8 shows the structure of 
Quantum Computing Optimizer of robust KB-FC based on QFI [2].
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F i g. 8. QFI-process by using QC Optimizer (QFI kernel)

Using of described QFI model to control of non-linear locally and 
globally unstable dynamic systems below is described.

6. Benchmark’s simulation

It is demonstrated that FCs prepared to maintain control object in 
the prescribed conditions are often fail to control when such a con-
ditions are dramatically changed. We propose the solution of such 
kind of problems by introducing a quantum generalization of strat-
egies in fuzzy inference in on-line from a set of pre-defined fuzzy 
controllers by new QFI based systems. The latter is a new quantum 
algorithm in quantum computation without entanglement. Two 
Benchmarks are considered: robust control of locally and globally 
unstable control objects.
J. Benchmark 1: Globally unstable control object simulation
«Cart-pole» control object is a non-linear dissipative system. This is 
a typical task of control theory, they demonstrating quality of con-
trol system. Task of control is the stability of inverted pendulum in 
vertical position. The motion of the dynamic system «cart-pole» is 
described by the following equations

2
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,               (4)

where θ  is the pendulum deviation angle (degrees); z  is the 
movement of the cart (m); g is the acceleration of gravity (9.8 m/
s2); cm is the pendulum mass (kg); l is the pendulum half-length 
(m); ( )tξ  is the stochastic excitation; and u is the control force 
acting on the cart (N). The equations for the entropy production 
rate in the control object and the PID controller have the following 
form, respecti
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      (5)

The following parameter values are determined: 

1 21; 0.1; 0.54 0.4; 0.1; 5cm m l k a a= = = = = = ; and the initial 

position [ ]0 0 0 0; ; ; 10;0.1;0;0z zθ θ  = 


  (the value of the pendu-
lum deviation angle is given in degrees); the constraint on the con-
trol force is –0.5 < u < 5.0. 
The specific feature of control problem for the given control object 
(4) is the application of one fuzzy PID controller for controlling the 
movement of the cart (with one degree of freedom), while the con-
trol object has two degrees of freedom.
The control goal is that the pendulum deviation angle (second gen-
eralized coordinate) reaches the given value via the implicit control 
using the other generalized coordinate and corresponding essen-
tially nonlinear cross-connections with the cart movement coordi-
nate (effect of energy transmission between the generalized coor-
dinates).
Remark 1: Stability Lemma for Nonlinear Systems. Based on the rela-
tionship between thermodynamic exergy and Hamiltonian systems 
a fundamental stability Lemma for Hamiltonian systems formulat-
ed. The stability of Hamiltonian systems is bounded between Lya-
punov and Chetaev theorems as following: Given the Lyapunov de-
rivative as a decomposition and sum of exergy generation rate W  
and exergy dissipation rate 0 iT S  then

0
1 1

N M N

i j j l l
j l

V W T S Q q Q q
−

= =

= − = −∑ ∑ 

  .                                                               (6)

where jQ  is the generalized force vector and the irreversible en-
tropy production rate can be expressed as 

0

1 0i k k k k
k k

S Q q
T

= = ≥∑ ∑

  .

A control law is Lyapunov optimal if it minimizes the first time de-
rivative of the Lyapunov function over a space of admissible force 
controls. In general, a set of feedback gains are optimized by min-
imizing the regulating and / or tracking error of the convention-
al feedback controller while regulating to zero and / or tracking a 
desired reference input. The Lyapunov function is the total error 
energy which for most mechanical systems is equivalent to an ap-
propriate Hamiltonian function H, as following: HV = . Then the 
concept of Lyapunov Optimal follows directly from setting 0W =  
in (6) and maximizing 0 iT S  for which the time derivative of the 
Lyapunov function (Hamiltonian) or the modified power (work / 
energy) equation is written as following: 
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which is independent of system dynamics and is a kinematic quan-
tity that applies to any system. Note that jF  denotes a set of forces 
acting on a mechanical system and jR  denotes the inertial linear 
velocity of the point where j  and in (5) is applied. Passivity con-
trol for robotic systems follows directly from setting 0W =  in (6). 
Remark 2: Information-like Lyapunov functions. Recently, presented 
a rich information-like family of universal Lyapunov functions for 
any linear or non-linear reaction network with detailed or com-
plex balance. Moreover, Hf are not just Lyapunov functions but in-
formation measure of the divergences: ( ) ( )( )1 2

fH c t c t  is 
monotonically non-increasing function of time t for any two kinetic 
curves ( )1c t  and ( )2c t  with the same value of ii

c∑ . These 
new functions aimed to resolve “the mystery” about the difference 
between the rich family of Lyapunov functions (f - divergences) for 
linear kinetics and a limited collection of Lyapunov functions for 
non-linear networks in thermodynamic conditions.
In the case of the similar initial learning conditions, the SCO with 
soft computing is used to design KB1 of FC1 for the generalized cri-
terion of minimal mean square error:

( ) ( )
0 0

2 2end endt t

t t
t dt t dtθ θ+∫ ∫ 

and KB2 for FC2 for the generalized criterion of minimal absolute 

error of the pendulum position:

( ) ( )
0 0

    end endt t

t t
d dθ τ τ θ τ τ+∫ ∫ 

.

Thus, we consider the solution of the vector (multi-objective) op-
timization problem based on the decomposition of the KB. The 
Gaussian noise was used as the random signal for designing KB1, 
and Rayleigh noise was used for forming KB2 (see Fig. 9, learning 
situations (S1, S2), respectively).

F i g. 9. Random noise used in situations (S1, S2)

Physically the first criterion is equivalent to the total energy of the 
overturned pendulum and the second criterion characterizes the 
precision of the dynamic behavior of the control object.
Figure 10 shows KB1 and KB2 with the corresponding activated 
numbers of rules equal to 22 and 33 for a total number of rules of 
729.

F i g. 10. Form of KB1 and KB2 with corresponding activated production rules

Two contingency control situations (S3, S4) were simulated; in one 
of them (S3) the new noise ( )tξ  was introduced, the random sig-
nal with uniform one dimensional distribution, the control error 
signal delay (0.03), and the noise signal in the position sensor of the 
pendulum (noise amplification coefficient 0.015). 
Figure 11 shows the example of operation of the quantum FC for 
formation of the robust control signal using the proportional gain in 

contingency control situation S3. In this case, the output signals of 
KB1 and KB2 in the form of the response on the new control error in 
situation S3 are received in the quantum FC. The output of the block 
of quantum FC is the new signal for on line control of the factor pk
.Thus, the blocks of KB1 and KB2, and quantum FC in Fig. 3 form the 
block of KB self-organization in the contingency control situation.
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F i g. 11. Example of operation of the block of KB self-organization based on QFI

Figure 12 shows the dynamic behavior of the studied system «cart-
pole» and the control laws of the self-organized quantum controller 
(QFI), FC1 and FC2.

F i g. 12. Dynamic motion of pole in situation S3

Remark. The following notation is used in Fig. 12 and below: x θ=  
is the angle of pendulum deviation from the given position; z is the 
cart position; the quantum FC is based on the spatial correlation. 
The results of simulation (Fig. 12) demonstrate that the dynamic 
control object in contingency control situations (S3) for the control 
of FC1 (FC2) loses stability, and for the control of quantum FC the 
control system possesses the property of robustness and achieving 
the control goal is guaranteed. According to the results of simula-
tion (Fig. 12), the required amount of control for the given criteria 
in contingency control situations (S3) for the control of FC1 and FC2 
also is not achieved, while in the case of control of the quantum FC 
the control system possesses the required amount of control. This 
yields that two non robust fuzzy controllers can be used to design in 

on line the robust fuzzy controller using quantum self-organization; 
the KB of this robust FC satisfies both quality criteria.
Therefore, the decomposition of the solution to the above multi-ob-
jective optimization problem for the robust KB in the contingency 
control situation into partial solutions to optimization sub-prob-
lems physically can be performed in on line in the form of separate 
responses of the corresponding individual KBs optimized with dif-
ferent fixed cost functions and control situations. 
The aggregation of the obtained partial solutions in the form of the 
new robust KB is performed based on the quantum FC containing 
the mechanism of formation of the quantum correlation between 
the obtained partial solutions.As a result, only responses of the fi-
nite number of individual KBs containing limiting admissible con-
trol laws in the given contingency situations are used.
The control laws of variation of the gains of the fuzzy PID controller 
formed by the new robust KB have a simpler physical realization, 
and as a result they possess better characteristics of individual con-
trol cost function for the contingency control situation.For experi-
mental testing a physical model of robot (Fig. 13) is used.

F i g. 13. Mobile robot configuration

Three situations of control are tested.First situation images simple 
situation.The second situation use uniform noise in control chan-
nel, Gaussian noise in wheel friction and delay of control action — 
0.01 s. 
And the third situation have delay of control action equal 0.03s. 
Simulation and experimental results (for the complex situation 3) 
are shown on Fig. 14.
PID controller as FC1 and FC2 do not reach the goal in unpredicted 
situation.But quantum FC based on these fuzzy controllers, success-
ful in unpredicted situation. For experiments and modeling we use 
QFI with temporal correlation, between FC1 and FC2. 
Thus, the output signal of the quantum FC represents the on line 
optimal control signal for variation of the gains of the fuzzy PID 
controller which includes the necessary (best) qualitative charac-
teristics of output control signals of each of the fuzzy controllers 
with priority and dominating component among the control quality 
criteria. 
Therefore, the generalized self-organization principle [4], [6-9] is 
realized. 
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K. Benchmark 2: Remote rule base optimization
To compare method of remote rule optimization on the real control 
object with method using Matlab simulation for optimization we 
created 6 KB-FC.

TS Source Optimization 
method

Rules 
count

FC1 Math. model Math. modelling 125
FC2 CO (GA-PID) Math. modelling 125
FC3 Math. model Remote connection 125
FC4 CO (GA-PID) Remote connection 125
FC5 Math. model Math. modeling + Remote connection 125
FC6 CO (GA-PID) Remote connection + Math. modeling 125

Experiment and modeling were performed in two control situa-
tions.The first situation (S1) is typical for the control system (the 
initial angle equals to 1). The goal is to maintain the pendulum in 
equilibrium (0° angle of deflection). It should be noted that KB opti-
mization held in this control situation.
The second situation is unexpected (S2). The initial angle equals to 
5o. This situation characterizes the perturbation caused by external 
influences on CO.
Figure 15 shows a comparison of integrals of squared error for all 
regarded regulators in a typical situation of control:

F i g. 15. Integral square error. Typical situation: Simulation and experiment

F i g. 16. Integral square error. Unpredicted situation: Simulation and experiment

The lower is integral square error level, the better controller works. 
Consider the results of simulation and experiment in unpredicted 
situation of control:
Figure 16 shows a comparison of integrals of squared error for all 
regarded regulators in an unpredicted situation of control.
L. Benchmark 3: Remote quantum base optimization
Let’s compare the PID controller, fuzzy controllers FC1 and FC4, and 
QFI controllers based on different correlations: Quantum-Space (Q-
S), Quantum-Time (Q-T), Quantum-Space-Time (Q-ST). These QFI 
controllers are optimized using remote connection.
Mathematical modeling and physical experiments took place in two 
control situation:
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• in the first (typical) situation (S1), the delay of control is stan-
dard as 0.015 sec;

• in the second unpredicted situation (S2), the delay of the con-
trol as 0.035 sec.

From Figs 17 and 18 it can be seen that KB optimization using a re-
mote connection with quantum optimizer can improve the quality 
of control in a typical and unpredicted situation.
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F i g. 17. Control error. Typical situation of control (Experiment)

Related works. Quantum computing approaching in robot path plan-
ning, emotion design, navigation, learning, decision making was ap-
plied also in [10-24] etc. Our approach is based on quantum self-or-
ganization of knowledge bases using responses of fuzzy controllers 
on unpredicted situations in on line.

F i g. 18. Control error. Unpredicted situation of control (Experiment)

7. Smart Robotic Manipulator: Quantum 
supremacy in intelligent control

The seven degrees of freedom (7 DoF) and seven-link robotic ma-
nipulator is described in this part. Due control object is complex, 
ICS for 7 DoF manipulator is constructed with using decomposition 
principal. Seven independent FCs (FC1 – FC7) are used for control 
each of manipulator link. The decomposition of control allows re-
ducing complexity of constructing ICS. However, character of ICS 
somewhat reduced due to independence of seven FCs (Fig. 19).

(a)

(b)
F i g. 19. (a) The structure of 7DoF manipulator ICS; (b) The application of the 

correlation of three neighboring FC

QFI unit introduction allows improving ICS behavior by self-organi-
zation of independent KBs in FC1 – FC7. The correlation of three ad-
jacent fuzzy KBs (the information FC i, i + 1 and i + 2 is used to control 
the i-th link of the manipulator, as shown on Fig. 19(b). Consider the 
first internal unpredicted situation – the random noise in the control 
channel (see, the signal ( )s t  on Fig. 19). Comparison of manipula-
tor behavior for control system based on soft computing and based 
on quantum soft computing in performance criteria terms is shown 
in Fig. 20 (on the base results of sixty-five experiments).
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F i g. 20. Manipulator behavior with random noise in the control channel: FC – 
based on soft computing, QFC – based on quantum soft computing

The results are demonstrating if ICS is used with QFI gate (see, Fig. 
19 (a)), all of evaluation of performance criteria improve (expect 
“One iteration time”).
The one of cases is shown in Fig. 21 (a). Positioning accuracy is bet-
ter if used ICS with QFI unit (in this case positioning error is 0.184 
m). Positioning error is 1.918 m, if used ICS without QFI unit. 

    (a)        (b)
F i g. 21. (a) Manipulator behavior with random noise in the control channel, (b) Manipulator behavior with random noise in the measurement system

Consider the second internal unpredicted situation – random noise 
in the measurement system (see, the signal ( )d t  and «Sensors», 
Fig. 19(a)). Comparison of manipulator behavior for control system 
based on soft computing and based on quantum soft computing in 
performance criteria terms is shown in Fig. 22.

F i g. 22. Manipulator behavior with random noise in the measurement system

The results are demonstrating if ICS is used with QFI unit, all of 
evaluation of performance criteria improve (expect “One iteration 
time”). The one of cases is shown in Fig. 21 (b). Positioning accura-
cy is better if used ICS with QFI unit (in this case positioning error 
is 0.262 m). Positioning error is 2.519 m, if used ICS without QFI 
unit. Thus, the positioning accuracy ten times increased with QFI 
application in the comparison with the using case of soft computing 
and these facts demonstrate the quantum supremacy of described 
methods of robust control design [25].

Conclusion

• New circuit implementation design method of quantum gates 
for fast classical efficient simulation of search QAs is devel-
oped. Benchmarks of design application as Grover’s QSA and 
QFI based on QGA demonstrated.

• Applications of QAG approach in intelligent control systems 
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with quantum self-organization of imperfect knowledge bases 
are described on concrete examples. Quantum supremacy on 
robotic Benchmarks demonstrated.

• Results of controller’s behavior comparison confirm the exis-
tence of synergetic self-organization effect in the design pro-
cess of robust KB on the base of imperfect (non-robust) KB 
of fuzzy controllers: from two imperfect KB with quantum 
approach a robust KB can be created using only quantum cor-
relation. In classical intelligent control based on soft comput-
ing toolkit this effect impossible to achieve.

• Described approach opens new prospects for application of 
the model of quantum FC as the particular variant of the quan-
tum self-organization algorithm in multi-objective control 
problems for the control object with weakly formalized struc-
ture and large dimensionality of the phase space of control pa-
rameters, application of experimental data in the form of the 
learning signal without development the mathematical model 
of the control object. These facts present a great advantage 
which is manifested as the possibility of design of control with 
required robustness in on line.
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